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Wednesday, June 10, 2009

DVD Review: Agent 69 Jensen

Agent 69 Jensen: "In the Sign of Scorpio" & "In the Sign of Sagittarius"

DVD Released: May 19th, 2009
Approximate Running Time: Scorpio 87 minutes; Sagittarius 88 minutes
Aspect Ratio: 1.78:1 Anamorphic Widescreen
Rating: NR
Sound: Dolby Digital Stereo Danish
Subtitles: English
DVD Release: Smirk
Region Coding: Region 0 NTSC
Retail Price: $21.95 for Individual Titles or $34.95 for the Double Feature

The Film

Being of both Italian and Scottish parentage, I’ve been a fan of the delights of the sexy
bawdy comedies that both countries have produced over many years. With Britain I
suppose being infamous for the “Carry On” films made popular by Sid James and
Kenneth Williams and Italy for producing a myriad of sexy comedy classics which
were brought to the fore by Lino Banfi, Edwige Fenech and Alvaro Vitali to name but a
few! However Danish sexy spy movies (with added very naughty scenes) were not 
even on my radar until these new releases by Smirk DVD fell into my lap!

In “Scorpio” we meet Agent 69 Jensen (Ole Søltoft) who is working undercover in a
local health food shop. His superior upstairs informs him that he is to get a new
mission and help protect a US CIA agent who is transporting a secret microfilm and to
ensure the evil Scorpio does not get his hands on it! Unfortunately, after a case of
mistaken identity, an innocent guy, Andersen, is entrusted with the microfilm hidden in
a bread role and subsequently all types of chaos ensues! This film really has to be
seen to be believed, it’s genuinely funny, has engaging characters, lovely scantily clad
girls and a game of pool that has to be seen to be believed. Also watch out for Anna
Bergman (yes Ingmar’s daughter!) as Penny who plays very willing chamber maid and
the Sinful Dwarf himself Torbin Bille as a midget karate expert!

In “Sagittarius” Agent 69 Jensen is now undercover in a hot dog stall until his boss
calls on him as another international incident is underway! The Albanians have stolen
some top secret blueprints and the Danish Secret Service must get their first at the
expense of the Chinese and the Russians, however Agent 69 is as inept as ever and


